Tap-based Authentication with a Smartphone
Passwords are here to stay; at least for the short-term. We
are interested in password management that requires no
server-side changes.
Password Managers come in two flavours: with or without
the protection of a master password. The former provides no
protection against theft or loss; the latter offers weak
protection against offline attacks and an unclear mental
model of when the wallet is open and closed.
Tapas is a novel type of password manager based on pairing
a smartphone wallet with a browser-based manager on a
computer, such that both are required to log-in. To log-in, the
user selects the account on the smartphone, taps it, and the
associated credentials are securely transmitted to the
browser. Tapas properties include:
Passwords remain secure if either device is stolen
Wallet is secure against offline/dictionary attacks
Users do not have to remember even one password
Phishing protection is provided by pinning passwords to
URLs and HTTPS certificates
• In Tapas, the wallet is never left open
•
•
•
•
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Tapas is implemented with an Android app serving as the
wallet and a Firefox extension serving as the manager.

Setup: The smartphone is paired with a
Firefox extension, which displays a QR
code. The smartphone simultaneously
registers with Google's cloud-to-device
messaging service for receiving push
notifications.

Password Save: The extension detects when a password is being entered,
and prompts the user to save it with Tapas. The extension notifies the
device (via a push notification) that a password needs to be stored. The
smartphone retrieves the encrypted credentials from the extension.

Login: The user visits the website and then taps on the corresponding
account in the Tapas application on the smartphone. The stored credentials
are transmitted to the extension and filled into the login form, after checking
that the URL and SSL certificate chain matches those that were stored.

User Study: we conducted a between-subjects study
with 30 participant. Each participant used either Tapas,
the Firefox password manager in its default
configuration (FFNMP), or Firefox with a master
password (FFMP)

